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STRESS FREE CAMPING IN TINY HOUSES

The camping experience gets a makeover with Getaway, a company that designs

tiny houses and sets them in beautiful landscapes within a two-hour drive from

major cities. Now Getaway announces its expansion to the Boston market with a

collection of 35 tiny houses hidden in a 40-acre site in the forests of southern New

Hampshire. Available to rent on a nightly basis, the sites offer a fully equipped
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woodland vacation without stressful what-to-bring planning. Think of it as Camping

101: Each house includes built-in toilet and shower, kitchen stovetop and sink,

electric heater, linens, cooking essentials, and is stocked with a box of provisions for

simple meals and snacks such as pasta and sauce, s’mores, popcorn, and coffee.

Enjoy the great outdoors with private picnic table, and fire ring with wood and

kindling. Sleeps 2-4 guests. Pets welcome with additional fee. Rates from $125 per

night. getaway.house

THANKSGIVING

ON NANTUCKET PACKAGE

Celebrate Thanksgiving within the scent of the sea at the Jared Coffin House, a

landmark mansion-turned-hotel that was built by and named for one of Nantucket’s

most prominent shipping merchants. Located in the historic district, steps away

from restaurants, shops and local attractions, the property’s new Thanksgiving

Package offers guests two tickets to the Whaling Museum (featuring a 46-foot

sperm whale skeleton!); mini cranberry loaf welcome amenity; and $100 credit to

Brant Point Grill, which can be used for the restaurant’s Thanksgiving menu. Rates

from $430 for two nights. Code: GIVING. 800-248-2405,

www.jaredcoffinhouse.com/special-pkg
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LEONARD COHEN’S LEGACY

ON DISPLAY IN MONTREAL

The life and works of Montreal poet, singer/songwriter, and novelist Leonard

Cohen are celebrated at MAC Montreal’s new exhibit, “Leonard Cohen — Une

brèche en toute chose / A Crack in Everything.” This multidisciplinary exhibition is



part of a special program marking the 375th anniversary of Montreal, and features

the work of 40 artists, filmmakers, and musicians from 10 different countries who

were inspired by Cohen’s unique style and recurring themes of sorrow, melancholy,

exalted spirituality, and earthly sexuality. The show also includes a survey of

Cohen’s archival writings, drawings, and recordings produced over the past half-

century. Through April 9, 2018. macm.org/en/exhibitions/leonard-cohen/

LGBTQ+ WEDDINGS ACHIEVE

LEGAL STATUS AT SEA

After a transformative vote in Malta, where a majority of Celebrity Cruises’ fleet is

registered, the company has announced their fleet’s captains may now legally

officiate onboard same-sex marriages. Though many onboard same-sex weddings in

the United States, Mexico, and Caribbean waters were already legal, this new Malta

ruling opens up marriage equality for anyone and everyone sailing with Celebrity

Cruises while in international waters, meaning the Celebrity Weddings program can

legally offer onboard ceremonies and destination weddings for the LGBTQ+

community. The Nautical Nuptials at Sea package includes a Captain-led ceremony,

an event coordinator’s services, live music, one hour of photography, cake for two,

bottle of champagne, a bouquet and boutonniere, plus additional romantic

turndown amenities post-ceremony. 800-437-3111,

www.celebritycruises.com/groups-and-events/special-occasion-cruises/wedding-
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REVERSIBLE GARMENTS

DOUBLE FASHION OPTIONS



Obermeyer’s new Soleil reversible down insulators and vests offer two ways to look

stylish while staying warm. Wearable with either side out, each side is finished in a

distinctive look from the other, meaning you can pack half as many clothes and also

have a variety of wardrobe options. Within slimming stitch lines you’ll find 800-fill

power-goose-down for ultimate warmth without sacrificing weight, making it easy

to squish in a suitcase for all your winter travel activities. High performance fabrics

use fully coated hydrophobic laminations and DWR polymer coating for stain

protection and coating integrity. Resists water penetration while allowing water

vapor to pass creating a water-resistant breathable barrier. Available in four to six

solid colors with reversible patterns including wild leopard, dusk, and “It’s Snowing

Roses.” $159-$189. www.obermeyer.com/catalog/womens/soleil-reversible-down-

insulator?v=12043

GLOBAL WI-FI HOTSPOT

FOR DIGITAL NOMADS

In a 24/7 world one needs easy phone access when traveling abroad. If spotty

Wi-Fi, unexpected roaming charges, and expensive data programs drive you crazy,

perhaps Roaming Man is the solution. Originally designed for use in Asia, the

rentable, portable, and rechargeable pocket-sized device is now available for

American business and leisure travelers. Using advanced Cloud SIM technology,

Roaming Man offers an affordable SIM-free and roaming-free Wi-Fi hotspot that

works in more than 100 countries. Guaranteed to arrive within a couple of days

after ordering online, the unit provides secure high-speed 4G Internet access for

$9.99 a day, sharable across up to 5 devices. Long-lasting power allows up to 15

consecutive hours of use in single day. Delivery of the device is also now available at

JFK International Airport, via a courier that meets travelers at airport check-in.

Roaming Man also offers 24/7 international customer service.

www.roamingman.com/
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